
  

 

 
Our project has been moving towards its ninth month of execution, and the results presented, 
has been presenting important relevance to what has been part of it. We follow the project with 
the four active scout sections, with the participation of hired professional, supportive parents 
and 76 registered children and adolescents, where through activity in the opposite shift school 
and on Saturdays, they experience the scout practice and method. 
We proposed to some children participating in the project and the territorial animator to talk 
briefly about the project, and among the speeches, we highlight: 
  

-Valentina, 09 years, "like the Boy Scout, I wish you had every day, because we play 
and do a lot of things, the best thing is to come here". 

  
-Diego, 11 years, also highlights how much like the activities in your routine "always 

wait for activities, like playing and activities and participate always, wish the Boy Scouts keep." 
  
-John, 12 years, "I like being in the Scouts, with my friends, I am very grateful to be 

here with you, share with you, and I also like to study to do my best." 
 
Also presenting the vision of the professional scout who works in the project, 

Venezuelan, Eduardo we have “for me it has been a great experience to participate in this 
project, collaborating for young Venezuelan people to experience scouting, it is rewarding to 
see their desire and desire to learn, and this shows up every day more. I have been using the 
boy scout method, learning by doing, and we have had excellent results, even with some 
limitations, thank you for your support in offering this project to our young Venezuelans, who 
have received all the teachings with joy and great enthusiasm, I am very grateful, Be prepared" 

 
The project follows its activities seeking to maintain the quality of care and offering 

scouting to children and adolescents. 

  
 


